INTRODUCTION AND PRELIMINARIES.
Blum et al. [1] obtained central limit theorems for arrays of exchangeable random variables using a version of de Finetti's theorem which implied that an infinite sequence of exchangeable random variables is a mixture of sequences of independent, identically distributed random variables. Taylor [2] used similar techniques in obtaining weak and strong convergence results for arrays of random elements which are row-wise exchangeable. Using martingale methods, Weber [3] For arrays where each row is an infinite sequence of exchangeable random elements,
Olshen [5] showed that de Finetti's theorem implied that for each n P(Bn ; P(Bn)dn (Pv) 
which goes to 0 as n by hypothesis (i). Thus,
Since convergence in the second mean implies convergence in mean, it follows from Lemma that the sequence {Xk k > l} is exchangeable. Also it follows from (2 i) [7] for sequences of zero mean, independent random elements in E with uniformly bounded tail probabilities is listed for future reference. 
